Every month I summarize the most important probate cases in Michigan. Now I publish my
summaries as a service to colleagues and friends. I hope you find these summaries useful and I
am always interested in hearing thoughts and opinions on these cases.
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MAJOR LEAGUE STATS:
We all know of good and bad trades, Babe Ruth being the best ever and thus the worst ever for
the trading team.
Let’s examine the Tigers.
Miguel Cabrera may be on his way to being the best ever, but four trades standout to me as the
two best and two worst.
George Kell for Barney McCoskey – the Tigers acquired Kell, who went on to have seven plus
.300 seasons and a batting championship. McCoskey – two plus .300 years, then obscurity.
Pretty good trade.
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Norm Cash for Steve Demeter – Cash had one super year batting .361 in 1961 and won the
batting title. He incurred the largest drop to .243 in 1962, but finished his career with a lifetime
.271 and 377 homeruns. Demeter had five at bats in 1960; got no hits and then dropped out of
baseball. Pretty good trade.
Now, two stinkers:
Dale Alexander and Roy Johnson to Boston for Earl Webb. Alexander went on to lead the
league with a .367, then a .281 and then retired. Johnson went on to have three plus .300
seasons. Webb? He played one-half of one year, and a mediocre one at that, and dropped out of
baseball.
Billy Pierce for Aaron Robinson – this could rank near Ruth. Billy left the Tigers to go on to a
211-169 record. Led the league in wins in 1957, in ERA in 1955 at .197 and strike outs in 1953.
He had 38 shut outs. Robinson? He caught for the Bengals for two years, batting .269 and .226;
then was traded. He cost us the 1950 pennant with a bonehead play against Cleveland. Most
startling in 1951 when he batted .226, Billy batted .260.
Which trades do you think about?
REVIEW OF CASE:
Reference Files:

Tortious Interference with Prospective Advantage and Unjust Enrichment
Tortious Interference with a Trust
Intentional and Negligent Infliction of Emotional Distress
Conversion
Fiduciary Relationship

Decedent had four children, two are the Appellants and two are the Appellees. Each believed the
other got more than they should have, under a variety of theories.
Although I was not involved in this appeal and did not represent either side. I was the fiduciary
and I will, therefore, truncate my commentary.
To analyze this decision is helpful to draw a triangle.
Mom

Un-benefited child

Benefited child

Tortious Interference with Perspective Advantage and Unjust Enrichment
The un-benefited child had no business relationship with either the mom or the benefited child
and, therefore, they could not allege tortious interference with perspective advantage in a Trust,
because the benefited child didn’t receive the benefit from the un-benefited child but from his
mother. Neither theory, therefore, applies.
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Tortious Interference with Trust
The court did not say that it recognized the tort of interference with the right of inheritance, but
said that “if it did it did not lie here.” The court did not use the triangle theory but said there was
a failure to allege that the benefited party engaged in tortious conduct to induce the mother to
fund the Trust the way that the mother funded the Trust.
Intentional and Negligent Infliction of Emotional Distress
The court said that for the first tort to occur there must be extreme and outrageous behavior,
which was not present here and for the latter to occur it took the witnessing of a tortious event
which did not occur here.
Conversion
Here we look at a similar triangle. The Trust gave money to a benefited child. Since the
benefited child did not take money from the un-benefited child there was no conversion. Title
was acquired properly and you cannot convert your own property.
Fiduciary Relationship
Trusting in someone’s integrity does not a fiduciary relationship make.
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